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General Problem

Structural
Context

Interpretative
Approach

¾Paradoxical problem: Top managers’ source
of influence is control over the structural
context BUT that structural context then
exercises control over top managers
¾How do top managers retain their ability to
shape strategy or introduce new strategies?
¾Top managers shape others interpretative
frames BUT middle/lower-level managers are
slow to adopt new meaning structures;
fragmented, dissonant, altered interpretations
¾How are top manager interpretations
embedded in persistent organizational actions?
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Structuration Theory
Institutional realm

(a)

(a)

T1:
Behavioral regularities
through which the duality
of the institutional and
action realm is sustained
and modified

T2:

T3:

Behavioral

Behavioral

regularities

regularities

(b)

(b)

(b)

T1

(a)

T2

T3

Action realm

Research Questions
1) Are there discernible patterns of strategizing behaviors
through which top managers shape strategy within the
action and the institutional realms?
2) What are the implications of structurational patterns of
top manager strategizing behavior for shaping strategy
over time?
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The Data
3 universities: Urban, Metropolitan, Campus
7 years rich qualitative data: 6 retrospective, 1 real-time (i.e.
21 years of data!)
49 Interviews,
51 strategy meetings
Over 3 weeks of shadowing and on-site observation,
Extensive documents (minute books, memoranda etc.)

The Analysis
Stage of analysis
1. Write chronological
case histories

Activities

Outputs

3. Identify managerial
strategizing behaviors

•Descriptive Codes
•Conceptual Codes
•Inter-coder checks

12 thick descriptions of strategy
chronologies as the level of
analysis
Chronologies decomposed into
time periods
Three strategizing behaviors:
Interactive; Procedural;
Integrative

4. Identify the action &
institutional realms

•Code data to identify
institutional structures
•Establish extent of
institutionalization
•Establish actions taking
place in time periods

1. Strong or weak
institutionalization of
strategies at T1
2. Actions sustain or modify
existing institutional structures
in different time periods

5. Analyze patterns of
strategizing behavior
and outcomes

•Trace strategizing
behaviors over time
•What effects did they
have?
•Why those effects?

1. Two strategizing patterns
2. Identify more or less
successful outcomes for top
managers in shaping each of
the 12 strategies

•4 Strategies/University
•12 ‘stories’

2. Analyze time periods •1-3 time periods/ Story
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The ‘Answer’
Weakly institutionalized strategy

More
Successful

Implications
for shaping
strategy

Less
Successful
Strategizing behaviors
in the action and
institutional realms

Sequential
pattern

Simultaneous
pattern

INSTITUTIONAL REALM

Integrative
Strategizing

Interactive
Strategizing
followed by
Procedural
Strategizing

C: Successful
(n=1)
Change in teaching strategy at
Campus

A: Successful
(n=3)
Change in commercial and size&-scope strategies at Urban
Change in teaching strategy at
Metropolitan

Institutionalized belief
in identity as researchled University
embedded in structures
of signification,
domination and
legitimation

D: Successful
(n=5)
Change in commercial and size&-scope strategy at Metropolitan
Reinforcement of commercial,
size-&-scope and research
strategies at Campus

TM interact with all lowerranked departments.
Raise OM consciousness
about performance and
agree research plans

Iterative practices
for contribution

Weak institutional
context

context

+

Negotiation
with
other actors

+

T1
ACTION REALM

T1
ACTION REALM

T2

Institutional
structures
reproduced and
reinforced through
actions of OM

Integrative strategizing: 1996 RAE confirms and justifies
TM strategizing behaviors. They continue to intervene in
the way OM are enacting the research strategy and to
continuously modify administrative procedures to ensure
they adequately capture actions within collective
performance measures and reinforce institutions

OM enact research
TM hold organization
wide reviews. Raise OM strategy: Strong
consciousness and agree 1996 RAE
performance
research plans and
budgets for staff changes

T2

TM interact with all OM, TM deploy power and invoke
varying intensity
norms by allocating
according to 1996 RAE resources to research, with
performance. Raise OM
tacit understandings that
consciousness and
these accrue performance
agree plans and
obligations
resources

OM enact institutional
structures, reproducing
and reinforcing beliefs,
norms, power and
interests through their
actions (vultures to those
who let side down)

Research
T1

Integrative strategizing, T1-Tn: Change outcome: Subtle shifts in
institutionalized structures of domination, (allocative and authoritative),
legitimation and signification continuously aligned with each other and with subtle
shifts in action realm
Reinforcement outcome: Institutionalized structures of domination, (allocative
and authoritative), legitimation and signification continuously modified to align
with each other and with action realm

Integrative Strategizing, T1-Tn: Change outcome: Draw upon and modify
institutionalized structures in order to generate subtle changes in meaning
about actions and about changes in institutionalized structures
Reinforcement outcome: Draw upon existing institutionalized structures to
emphasize and reinforce actions that reproduce those institutions

Reinforce structures of
legitimation by
reinforcing obligations to
perform well in through
differential intervention
according to RAE

A
Top Manager
Representations:
Contradictory system

+
T1: Strongly
institutionalized
strategy context

Reinforce
OM reproducing authoritative
structures through
structures
differential
through their
intervention
actions
according to RAE

Key: TM = Top Managers, OM = Organizational Members. Number of arrows in each time period is an illustrative convenience. In
practice many more small iterations, often happening simultaneously, had these effects

+

+
INSTITUTIONAL REALM

Structures of legitimation
reinforced as norms of
high research
performance by all staff is
emphasized. Also
strengthening structures
of signification (researchled), and authority
relations based on
research performance

Integrative strategizing: TM intervene in the way OM are
enacting the research strategy to keep it highly visible. At
the same time they continuously modify administrative
procedures to ensure they adequately capture actions
within collective performance measures and reinforce
institutions

B: Unsuccessful
(n=3)
No change in research and
teaching strategies
at Urban
Administrative
procedures
No change in research
strategy at
Metropolitan B
Norms of
social
interaction
Strong
institutional

Modified
research
procedures
reinforce
allocative
structures

Tn

C

Income
generation

T2 Gradually

realised Teaching

T2 activity

Pattern of strategizing
streams

T1

Size &
scope
Interactive

strategizing to
Procedural
strategizing
(Shaping strategy
in the action realm
followed by shaping
strategy in the
institutional realm)

(P3)
Integrative
(P4)
strategizing
(Shaping strategy in
the action and
institutional realms
simultaneously)

Institutional context of
strategy

Weakly
institutionalized
strategy context

Strongly
institutionalized
strategy context

Outcome of behaviour
Successful:
Effect change of
strategy in the
institutional and
action realms

Successful:
Effect
reinforcement of
strategy in the
institutional and
action realms
Unsuccessful:
Fail to effect
change of
strategy in the
institutional and
action realms
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